Petition to Barack Obama
The White House

NO MONEY TO THE UN!

Oppose Ban Ki Moon's scheme to give money to the UN from the Stimulus Package

United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki Moon has made it clear he intends to demand that the United States give the UN 0.7% ($5.6 billion) from taxpayer funds included in the Economic Stimulus package.

Ban Ki Moon has stated he will make his demands to Barack Obama at the G20 Summit in London in April.

Ban Ki Moon insists the money is necessary to stop social unrest amount the poor of Asia and other countries because of economic conditions.

In truth, this demand for US taxpayer money is nothing more than a redistribution of the wealth scheme perpetrated by the United Nations. It is literally a global tax which Americans simply cannot afford.

The people of the United States simply cannot afford to give the UN such a massive amount of tax dollars as we face our own economic crisis.

For these reasons, I the undersigned American Taxpayer demand that Barack Obama reject any efforts by UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon to obtain any money from the Stimulus Package.

Signed ___________________________ State ___________ Date ___________

When signed return to: American Policy Center -- Attn. Tom DeWeese
70 Main St. Ste 23, Warrenton, Va 20186-9939
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